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Requirements and Acquisition

- Mission Risk Diagnostic;
- Threat Modeling;
- SQUARE;
- Security Engineering Risk Analysis

Engineering and Development

- Abuse Cases
- Architecture and Design Principles
- Coding Rules and Guidelines

Deployment and Operations

- Testing, Validation and Verification
- Monitoring
- Breach Awareness

Sustainment

- Mission Risk Diagnostic;
- Security Design Assurance for Cyberphysical Systems;
- Blockchain
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Requirements and Acquisition

Mission Risk Diagnostic; Threat Modeling; SQUARE; Security Engineering Risk Analysis

Architecture Analysis & Design Language (AADL); Security Design Assurance for Cyberphysical Systems; Blockchain

Deployment and Operations

Testing, Validation and Verification

Monitoring

Breach Awareness

Coding Rules and Guidelines

Secure Coding; SCALe; Language Design; Code Evaluation; Supply Chain (SPDO); Pen Testing; Fuzz Testing (BFF); Red Team

Moving Defense; Forensics;

Vulnerability Analysis; Simulation

Disclosure

Sustainment

Mission Thread

Threat Analysis

Abuse Cases

Architecture and Design Principles
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Software Assurance Framework (SAF)

Requirements and Acquisition
- Mission Risk Diagnostic
- Threat Modeling
- SQUARE
- Security Engineering Risk Analysis

Engineering and Development
- Architecture Analysis
- Architecture and Design Language (AADL)
- Security Design Assurance for Cyberphysical Systems
- Blockchain

Deployment and Operations
- Secure Coding
- SCALe
- Language Design
- Code Evaluation
- Supply Chain (SPDO)
- Pen Testing
- Fuzz Testing (BFF)
- Red Team

Sustainment
- Monitoring
- Breach Awareness
- Moving Defense
- Forensics
- Vulnerability Analysis
- Disclosure
- Simulation
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Sustainment

Engineering and Development

Requirements and Acquisition

Deployment and Operations

Mission Risk Diagnostic; Threat Modeling; SQUARE; Security Engineering Risk Analysis

Architecture Analysis & Design Language (AADL); Security Design Assurance for Cyberphysical Systems; Blockchain

Secure Coding; SCALe; Language Design; Code Evaluation; Supply Chain (SPDO); Pen Testing; Fuzz Testing (BFF); Red Team

Moving Defense; Forensics; Vulnerability Analysis; Disclosure

Software Assurance Framework (SAF); Secure Agile/Team Software Process; SecDevOps

- Mission Thread
- Threat Analysis
- Abuse Cases
- Architecture and Design Principles
- Coding Rules and Guidelines
- Testing, Validation and Verification
- Monitoring
- Breach Awareness
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Mission Risk Diagnostic; Threat Modeling; SQUARE; Security Engineering Risk Analysis

Architecture Analysis & Design Language (AADL); Security Design Assurance for Cyberphysical Systems; Blockchain

Secure Coding; SCALe; Language Design; Code Evaluation; Supply Chain (SPDO); Pen Testing; Fuzz Testing (BFF); Red Team

Moving Defense; Forensics; Vulnerability Analysis; Disclosure

Software Assurance Framework (SAF); Secure Agile/Team Software Process; SecDevOps; Training
Contact Information

Mark Sherman
(412) 268-9223
mssherman@sei.cmu.edu
info@sei.cmu.edu

Web Resources (CERT/SEI)
http://www.cert.org/
http://www.sei.cmu.edu/